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ABSTRACT
Our research tackles the challenge of milk production resource use efficiency in dairy farms with machine learning methods. Reproduction is a key factor for dairy farm performance since cows milk production begin with the birth of a calf. Therefore, detecting estrus, the only period when the cow is susceptible to pregnancy, is crucial for farm efficiency. Our goal is to enhance estrus detection (performance, interpretability), especially on the currently undetected silent estrus (35% of total estrus), and allow farmers to rely on automatic estrus detection solutions based on affordable data (activity, temperature). In this paper, we first propose a novel approach with real-world data analysis to address both behavioral and silent estrus detection through machine learning methods. Second, we present LCE, a local cascade based algorithm that significantly outperforms a typical commercial solution for estrus detection, driven by its ability to detect silent estrus. Then, our study reveals the pivotal role of activity sensors deployment in estrus detection. Finally, we propose an approach relying on global and local (behavioral versus silent) algorithm interpretability (SHAP) to reduce the mistrust in estrus detection solutions.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Computing methodologies → Machine learning;
- Applied computing → Agriculture.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As underlined in the report Creating A Sustainable Food Future [28], ruminant livestock (cattle, sheep, and goats), used for dairy and meat production, occupy two-thirds of global agricultural land and contribute roughly half of agriculture’s production-related emissions. Increased efficiency of resource use in farms is one of the most important steps toward meeting both food production and environmental goals. As a response, precision livestock farming (PLF) is a promising way to improve farm performance [30]. PLF is the use of continuous information to optimize an individualized animal management.

Nowadays, data (e.g. temperature, activity, body weight, milk production) is collected in dairy farms through different types of sensors to support farmers’ decision making in various aspects of management (e.g. reproduction, diseases, feeding, environment). Machine learning methods can help to exploit the value of this ever-growing volume of data.

Reproduction is a key factor for dairy farm performance. It directly impacts milk production as cows start to produce milk after giving birth to a calf, and milk productivity declines after the first 3 months. The most prevalent reason for cow culling, the act of slaughtering a cow, is reproduction issue (e.g. long interval between 2 calves) [3]. So, it is crucial to detect estrus, the only period when the cow is susceptible to pregnancy, to timely inseminate cows and therefore increase farm efficiency.

Traditionally, estrus detection relies on visual observation of animal behaviors. Activity usually increases markedly in cows during estrus [15] unless the cow is experiencing a silent estrus (estrus without obvious behavioral signs - 35% of total estrus). In practice, less than 50% of estruses are detected visually [25] due to two main reasons: first silent estrus cannot be detected visually and second, sexual behaviors are...
mostly expressed at night. Different methods have been developed to aid visual detection. The reference method is estrus estimation using automated progesterone analysis in milk [9]. However, the cost of this solution prohibits its extensive implementation.

As a result, affordable activity and body temperature sensor data are considered having potential for automatic estrus detection [27]. Some solutions based on activity data are available. However, their adoption rate remains moderate [30]. These commercial detection solutions face two major shortcomings. First, solutions based on activity cover only behavioral estruses (estruses associated with obvious behavioral signs - 65% of total estrus). Second, false alerts and lack of explanation behind detections generate solutions mistrust from farmers. Therefore, aside from an enhanced performance, key justifications for estrus alerts are also needed to expand automatic detection solution adoption.

1.1 Our Contributions
Our research tackles the challenge of milk production resource use efficiency in dairy farms with machine learning methods. We aim to enhance estrus detection, especially on the currently undetected silent estrus, and allow farmers to rely on automatic estrus detection solutions based on affordable data (e.g. activity, temperature). With our real world data analysis and an exhaustive estrus labeling (behavioral, silent) approach, this study will:

- Present LCE, a local cascade based algorithm for estrus detection;
- Show that LCE significantly outperforms a commercial reference in estrus detection;
- Evaluate the relevance of deploying a combination of 2 affordable sensors (activity and temperature);
- Identify the key drivers supporting estrus alerts at global and local level (behavioral versus silent) based on algorithm interpretability and propose an approach to reduce solution mistrust.

2 RELATED WORK
Multivariate time series (MTS) collected from activity and temperature sensors are labeled as either estrus or anestrus, the period of sexual inactivity between two periods of estrus. Estrus detection can be formulated as a binary classification problem. In this section, we first discuss the classifiers suited to our study. Then, we examine literature on classifier interpretability. Finally, we present existing work on estrus detection through machine learning methods.

2.1 Classification
Among state-of-the-art binary classifiers for numerical data and in the context of our problem, we can exclude the use of classifiers dedicated to MTS. MTS classifiers do not fit our needs for different reasons. First, current literature in animal science does not provide information to make assumption about a particular physiological model. Second, intervals [5] and shapelets [17] classification algorithms are excluded due to the short time windows we consider. Data from sensors are 24hr aggregated (the relevant period for estrus evaluation); and according to animal scientists, data on day of estrus and the day before estrus could be sufficient for estrus detection (time window size of two). Finally, dictionary representation approaches do not allow us to exploit temporal interactions between variables due to the aggregated representation of series on time [4]. Our dataset has the same frequency among variables, we manage the time aspect by setting the different timestamps as column variables.

Accordingly, we explore state-of-the-art classifiers in the following classes: k-nearest neighbors, regularized logistic regressions, support vector machines, neural networks and ensemble methods.

Firstly, we consider elastic net [31], the logistic regression combining L1 and L2 regularization methods, which constitutes the reference in regularized logistic regression.

Then, given the lower number of features than the number of samples in our dataset, we test a support vector machine with a radial basis function kernel.

Among categories of neural networks (multilayer perceptron - MLP, convolutional neural network - CNN and recurrent neural network - RNN), we consider small MLPs. Deep MLPs, without convolutional layers, are difficult to train due to the large number of parameters and the vanishing gradient problem [23]. Moreover, our dataset size (18,000 samples) and the inexistence of a pretrained CNN network on a comparable problem do not allow us to use CNNs. Then, RNNs are not suited to the short time windows we consider.

Lastly, the explicit (bagging and boosting) and implicit (negative correlation learning and mixture of experts) approaches exhibit respective strengths and limitations therefore a hybrid ensemble method is encouraged [20]. The strengths and limitations of explicit and implicit approaches concern their ability to generalize beyond the training dataset. Generalization performance depends on the balance found between an algorithm which is not capturing the underlying structure of the training dataset (underfitting - high bias) and an algorithm which is learning too closely the training dataset (overfitting - high variance). This challenge is called the bias-variance tradeoff. Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) attempts to train individual classifiers in an ensemble and combines them in the same learning process. On the entire training set, individual classifiers are trained simultaneously and interactively through the correlation penalty terms of their error functions to adjust the bias-variance tradeoff. The disadvantage is that all individual classifiers are concerned with the whole ensemble error. Mixture of Experts (ME) is an ensemble method based on the divide and conquer principle in which the problem space is divided between few experts (e.g. classifiers), supervised by a dynamic weighted average scheme (gating network). It allows each expert to learn a part of the training data with its corresponding individual error. However, there is no control over the bias-variance tradeoff. Combinations of NCL and ME implicit approaches exist [1, 12]. These methods integrate an error function correlation penalty term to encourage different classifiers (NCL), through a divide and conquer approach (ME),
to learn using different parts of the training data. However, implicit approaches combinations do not benefit from the improved generalization ability of explicitly creating different training sets by probabilistically changing the distribution of the original training data (bagging, boosting). A method combining the explicit boosting approach with implicit ME divide and conquer approach exists [13]. Nonetheless, the low bias distribution change of boosting does not ensure a bias-variance tradeoff.

Therefore, given the lower performance of small MLPs compared to ensemble methods in average (confirmed by our experiments), we propose a new hybrid ensemble method. It combines an explicit bagging-boosting approach to handle the bias-variance tradeoff and an implicit ME divide and conquer approach to learn different parts of the training data.

As previously mentioned, we cannot separate classifiers detection performance from interpretability. This will be explored in the next section.

### 2.2 Interpretability

There is no mathematical definition of interpretability. A definition proposed by [21] states that the higher the interpretability of a machine learning algorithm, the easier it is for someone to comprehend why certain decisions or predictions have been made.

Our problem requires insights into the type of estrus (behavioral versus silent), which suggests local explanations. Moreover, we need a method able to work for the different classifiers identified (model-agnostic). State-of-the-art methods meeting these requirements (local, model-agnostic) are Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) [26] and SHapley Additive ExPlanations (SHAP) [19]. SHAP values come with the black box local estimation advantages of LIME, but also with theoretical guarantees. Therefore, we use SHAP in order to interpret the output of our machine learning algorithm. This technique is inspired by game theory, which is used to determine how much each player in a collaborative game has contributed to its success. In our study, SHAP values measure how much an activity or temperature variable impacts estrus predictions. A higher absolute SHAP value of a variable compared to other variables means that this variable has a higher predictive or discriminative power in detection algorithm. SHAP values are calculated by the average marginal contribution of a feature value towards the prediction over all possible coalitions. SHAP interaction values, an extension of SHAP values based on Shapley interaction index [14], capture pairwise interaction effects. In addition, SHAP values are available at local level. We analyze it to compare the impact of variables on algorithm predictions in behavioral and silent estrus.

### 2.3 Automatic Estrus Detection

There are a couple of studies about the application of machine learning methods on estrus detection [11, 18, 22]. None of them uses the currently recognized method for behavioral and silent estrus identification as labels (progesterone profiles), so their estrus labeling methods are not exhaustive. Moreover, two studies use different variables (milk volume, milking order, days since last estrus) rather than the affordable activity or temperature measurements. Finally, none of them gives insights on algorithm predictions based on its interpretability.

[22] bases the study on time series data of milk volume and milking order, using visual detection as the ground truth. Two learning schemes were tested - FOIL and C4.5. Algorithms detected 69% of estruses identified by visual method and a large number of false positives occurred (74%).

[18] learns a MLP on time series data of activity and the number of days since last estrus, using successful insemination as the ground truth. The model showed a sensitivity, a specificity and an error rate of 77.5, 99.6 and 9.1% on 373 estrus.

And lastly, [11] bases the study on time series data of activity, using visual detection as the ground truth (65.6% of all estruses). Three machine learning techniques were tested - random forest, linear discriminant and MLP. Algorithms showed 91%-100% accuracy on a limited dataset of 18 cows.

### 3 LCE: LOCAL CASCADE ENSEMBLE

As mentioned previously, we propose a new hybrid ensemble method which combines an explicit bagging-boosting approach to handle the bias-variance tradeoff and an implicit ME divide and conquer approach to individualize classifier error on different parts of the training data. We have decided to start from an existing combined implicit (NCL and ME) stacking-based approach (cascade generalization [29]): local cascade [16]. The bagging/boosting potential of local cascade decision tree divide and conquer method motivates our choice. In this section, we first introduce local cascade, the initial implicit stacking-based approach. Next, we explain LCE, our augmented (explicit and implicit) version of local cascade, and then compare LCE performance to local cascade. Figure 1 illustrates the presentation of local cascade and LCE.

#### 3.1 Local Cascade

First of all, cascade generalization uses a set of classifiers sequentially and at each step adds new attributes to the original dataset [29]. The new attributes are derived from the class probabilities given by a base classifier (e.g. \( H_0(D) \), \( H_1(D_{01}) \) in Figure 1). The bias-variance tradeoff is obtained by negative correlation learning: at each stage of the sequence, classifiers with different behaviors are selected. It is recommended in cascade generalization to begin with a low variance algorithm to draw stable decision surfaces (\( H_0 \) in Figure 1) and then use a low bias algorithm to fit more complex ones (\( H_1 \) in Figure 1). Local cascade [16] applies cascade generalization locally following a divide and conquer strategy based on mixture of experts principle. The objective of this approach is to capture new relations that cannot be discovered globally. The local cascade divide and conquer method is a decision tree. When growing the tree, new attributes (class probabilities from a classifier - base classifier) are computed at each decision node and propagated down the tree. In order to be applied as a predictor, local cascade stores, in each node, the model generated by the base classifier.
3.2 LCE: Local Cascade Ensemble

Our contribution intervenes in our explicit manner of handling the bias-variance tradeoff whereas local cascade approach is implicit, alternating between base classifiers behaviors (bias, variance) at each level of the tree.

LCE reduces bias across decision tree through the use of boosting as base classifier (Hb in Figure 1). Boosting base classifier iterative data distribution change (reweighting) decreases the bias at each tree level. In addition, boosting is propagated down the tree by adding class probabilities of the base classifier to the training dataset (new attributes). Class probabilities contain information about the ability of the base classifier to correctly classify a sample. At the next tree level, class probabilities added to the dataset are exploited by the base classifier as a weighting scheme to focus more on previous misclassified samples.

Then, the overfit generated by the decision tree divide and conquer bias reduction approach is mitigated by the use of bagging. Bagging provides variance reduction by creating multiple decision trees from different subsamples of the original dataset (random sampling with replacement, see D1 to Dn in Figure 1). Trees are aggregated with a simple majority vote.

LCE new hybrid ensemble method enables to balance the bias-variance tradeoff without the need for an interactive learning between individual classifiers (NCL), while benefiting from the improved generalization ability of explicitly creating different training sets (bagging, boosting). Furthermore, LCE divide and conquer method ensures that classifiers learn on different parts of training data without the need for a supervision scheme (gating network).

We present LCE pseudocode in Algorithm 1. A function (LCE,Tree) builds a tree and the second one (LCE) the forest of trees through bagging.

There are 2 stopping criteria during a tree building phase: when a node has an unique class or when the tree reaches the maximum depth. We set the range of tree depth from 0 to 3 in

**Algorithm 1** LCE: Local Cascade Ensemble

Require: A dataset D, a set of classifiers H, maximum depth of a tree max depth, number of trees n_trees
1: function LCE(D, H, n_trees, max_depth)
2:   F ← ∅
3:   for each i in [1, n_trees] do
4:       S ← A bootstrap sample from D
5:       t ← LCE_Tree(S, H, max_depth, 0)
6:       F ← F ∪ t
7:   return F
8: function LCE_Tree(D, H, max_depth, depth)
9:   if max_depth or uniform class then
10:      return leaf
11:   else
12:      D' ← Concatenate(D, H_ depth(D))
13:      Split D' on attribute maximizing Gini criterion
14:      depth ← depth + 1
15:      for D(i) ∈ P(D') do
16:         Tree_i = LCE_Tree(D(i), H, max_depth,
17:         return tree containing a decision node, storing classifier H_ depth(D) and descendant subtrees Tree_i

LCE instead of 0 to 5 in local cascade. This hyperparameter is used to control overfitting. Our choice of low bias boosting base classifiers justifies the maximum depth adjustment to 3. In this study, the set of low bias base classifiers is limited to the state-of-the-art boosting algorithm (Extreme gradient boosting - XGB [8]).

In addition, we removed two rules implemented in local cascade to reduce variance: the maximum base classifier error rate and the minimum class representation in a node. The first rule requires the stopping of propagation down the tree to prevent overfitting if the base classifier, in a node, had an error rate below a certain threshold (0.5). Our approach
suggests a variance reduction through bagging, and not during a tree construction; so we did not keep this rule. In order to restrict the attention to well populated classes, the second rule requires considering a class in a node if the number of examples belonging to this class is greater than $N$ times (3) the number of attributes. We did not keep the second rule for the same reason.

3.3 Performance Comparison: Local Cascade versus LCE

Our comparison aims to underline the superior performance of LCE compared to a local cascade on our real-world dataset, induced by their different approaches of handling bias-variance tradeoff (explicit versus implicit approach). LCE is implemented according to the description given in the previous section. Local cascade implementation corresponds to the description of the original paper and as recommended, we use naive bayes for low variance base classifier. In order to be comparable, the low bias base classifier is XGB. Depth is set to 1 for LCE and the local cascade. Results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: F1 score with 95% confidence interval of LCE versus local cascade (LC) on our dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trees</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCE</td>
<td>68.1 ± 3.2</td>
<td>69.2 ± 3.2</td>
<td>68.9 ± 2.6</td>
<td>69.1 ± 2.8</td>
<td>69.1 ± 2.4</td>
<td>68.9 ± 2.5</td>
<td>68.9 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>53.2 ± 2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, results show a higher variability across folds of LCE compared to the local cascade when the number of tree is set to 1 due to its low bias orientation (standard error of 1.6% versus 1.4% on F1 score, performance calculation detailed in section Experiments). However, LCE on 1 tree exhibits a higher detection performance than local cascade (F1 score: 68.1% versus 53.2%).

Additionally, through bagging, we observe LCE variability reduction to a lower level than local cascade as well as an increase of detection performance (F1 score 95% confidence interval: 68.1 ± 3.2 with 1 tree versus 68.9 ± 2.4 with 70 trees versus 53.2 ± 2.8 with local cascade).

Therefore, this comparison affirms the superiority of our explicit bias-variance tradeoff approach compared to the implicit NCL approach of local cascade on our dataset. The intrinsic different behavior of LCE and local cascade is confirmed in the results and discussions section.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the composition of our real-world dataset, the preprocessing performed and the experimental setting.

4.1 Dataset

Our dataset is offline. From 2014 to 2017, an experiment was conducted at the INRA Méjusseaume dairy farm (4806’ N, 147’ W, Brittany, France). This experiment enrolled 125 Holstein cows housed in free stalls representing 153 lactations.

Each cow was equipped with a collar-mounted activity meter (HeatPhone - Medria Technologies, Châteaubourg, France) and a temperature sensor in first stomach (Thermobolus - Medria Technologies, Châteaubourg, France). Based on its good performance compared to other solutions [7] and its international market presence, we hold that Medria estrus detection system is a reasonable basis of comparison. In the following sections, Medria is called the commercial solution (CS). The dataset consists of visual estrus alerts, Medria estrus alerts and Medria numeric variables with a 5-minute frequency (rumination, ingestion, rest, standing up, overactivity, other activity, temperature, and temperature corrected). Temperature corrected takes into account the cooling effect of water ingestion by the cows. Concerning the visual estrus alerts, visual observation was conducted by farm staffs. Staff also checked the commercial solution alerts before inputting their visual records, thus these visual estrus alerts are shown as VisualaCS in the study. The preprocessing applied on the data collected is a 24hr aggregation (activity: sum, temperature: mean) which corresponds to the relevant window for both estrus detection and, from an alert standpoint, farmers’ needs. We assume that the treatment operated by Medria on raw data to generate variables is stable during our experiment.

Our novel approach addresses both estrus categories detection (behavioral and silent). Therefore, we labeled estrus by measuring the progesterone concentration in whole milk, the current reference for an exhaustive estrus identification. This time-effective and non-invasive method for the cow induces commonly accepted errors (progesterone measurements, profiles analysis [2]). We mark an estrus as behavioral estrus when either a visual detection or a Medria alert occurred. An estrus is considered silent when neither visual detection or a Medria alert occurred. Our dataset is composed of 671 estruses with 37% of silent estrus which is aligned with the rate of 35% observed in literature [24].

Days preceding estrus are a valuable source of information for estrus detection, we set it as a hyperparameter. Every value in the range from 1 to 21 days, the length of a regular ovarian cycle, are tested. Past days of variables are added as feature columns.

4.1.1 Feature Selection. We perform feature selection in this study because of the sensitivity of the method chosen to interpret the detection algorithm (SHAP) to high correlations among features. We conduct a subset selection on pairs of collinear features based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (threshold 0.8). One pair of features is above the threshold (0.9: temperature corrected, temperature). Since temperature is affected by the cooling effect of water ingestion, the variable temperature corrected is selected. From this point onwards, temperature corrected is named temperature. After this feature selection, no Pearson pairwise correlation in the case of the 21 past days dataset is above the threshold.
4.1.2 Dataset Structure. We make a 5-fold cross validation. Dataset split is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fold1</th>
<th>Fold2</th>
<th>Fold3</th>
<th>Fold4</th>
<th>Fold5</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estrus</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent %</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The split has kept the same number of days in estrus in each fold (1,144 days). We made this choice to avoid overfitting on a particular animal. We discuss the impact of a split keeping the same number of animals per fold in the detection performance section. Moreover, we do not observe any structural imbalance on silent estrus percentage across the folds.

4.2 Experimental Setting

We present in this section algorithms and methods used in our experiments.

4.2.2 Optimization of Hyperparameters. We tested our hybrid ensemble LCE (explicit - implicit approaches) versus the initial implicit approach (local cascade) and the state-of-the-art algorithm for each explicit approach (bagging: random forest, boosting: extreme gradient boosting). K-nearest neighbors, elastic net, support vector machines and small MLPs are also tested.

- k-nearest neighbors - KNN: we use the implementation neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier in the scikit-learn package for Python
- Elastic net - EN: we use the implementation linear model SGDClassifier in the scikit-learn package for Python
- Support Vector Machine - SVM: we use the implementation svm.SVC in the scikit-learn package for Python
- Random Forest - RF: we use the implementation ensemble.RandomForestClassifier in the scikit-learn package for Python
- Extreme Gradient Boosting - XGB: we use the implementation in the xgboost package for Python
- Local cascade - LC: algorithm has been reimplemented in Python based on the description of the paper since no public version available
- LCE: algorithm implemented in Python
- Multilayer Perceptron - MLP: we use the implementation available in the package Keras for Python and limit the neural network architecture to 3 layers

We use the implementation available in the Python package hyperopt and hyperas wrapper for keras. Optimization is undertaken to maximize F1 score. The choice of this metric is driven by 2 reasons. First, we do not make assumption about the dairy management style; farmers can favor a higher estrus detection rate (higher recall) or fewer false alerts (higher precision) according to their needs. Second, we face a class imbalance (33% of estrus days) which renders irrelevant the accuracy metric.

4.2.3 Classification Performance. Our experiments use progesterone profiles as ground truth for exhaustive estrus identification. The levels of progesterone allow us to identify a time window of 3 days for estrus with a duration of less than 24 hours, in the standard scheme. Adopting a conservative approach, we decided to aggregate by the maximum of our daily predictions on estrus/anestrus period to calculate the classification performance. In addition, we observe that for high thresholds (threshold > 0.95), classifiers performances are unstable with a significant decrease in estrus detection rate (recall below 70%). In addition, for low thresholds (threshold < 0.1), classifiers are equivalent to a random classifier. So, we decided to adopt a F1 score calculation based on the average of F1 score on threshold range 0.1-0.95. This calculation does not modify the classifier selection results or the comparison result with the commercial solution. Nonetheless, it corresponds to the plausible range of calibration for dairy management and shows a detection performance closer to real conditions.

4.2.4 Algorithm Selection. Based on a 5-fold cross-validation 60/20/20 train/validation/test split, the best classifier is selected based on the highest F1 score on validation sets.

4.2.5 Statistical Test. As recommended by [10], we have used a 5 × 2 cross validation t-test for statistical significance of machine learning algorithms on one dataset.

4.2.6 Interpretability. As mentioned in the related work section, we use the SHAP implementation available in the Python package shap.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section is structured into two parts: performance and interpretability. The detection performance part compares LCE to other detection methods (classifiers, commercial solution) and evaluates the relevance of deploying 2 sensors. Then, we identify the key drivers (variables impact, temporal interactions) behind the estrus detection alerts at global and local level (behavioral versus silent) based on algorithm interpretability (SHAP) and propose an approach to reduce the solution mistrust.

5.1 Detection Performance

Classification results on test sets are presented in Figure 2.

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
3https://keras.io/
4https://github.com/hyperopt/hyperopt
5https://github.com/slundberg/shap
Recall (78%) indicates that classifiers err in different regions of the instance space. Table 3 presents Pearson correlations of LCE prediction errors with other detection methods (classifiers and commercial solution) on test sets. In order to be comparable, we have set the threshold of each classifier with the same precision as the commercial solution (CS). At the same precision, LCE recall is constantly higher than commercial solution recall. At a precision of 78%, the precision rate of the commercial solution in this study, our algorithm detects 22% more estrus.

5.1.1 Comparative Analysis. We compare the error rate correlation of LCE to those of other detection methods. This comparison allows us to:

- gain insights into the shortcomings of the commercial solution and LCE detections
- identify limitations of our approach for deployment

A low correlation indicates that classifiers err in different regions of the instance space. Table 3 presents Pearson correlations of LCE prediction errors with other detection methods (classifiers and commercial solution) on test sets. In order to be comparable, we have set the threshold of each classifier with the same precision as the commercial solution (78%).

Table 3: Pearson pairwise correlations of LCE prediction errors with other detection methods on test sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>EN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>XGB</th>
<th>LC</th>
<th>CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, the commercial solution shows an intrinsic different behavior from that of LCE (correlation: 0.37). This low correlation is mainly explained by the null performance of the commercial solution on silent estrus detection across the herd. On 67% of the cows, composed of a slightly higher proportion of silent estrus compared to average (40% versus 37%), predictions correlation of the commercial solution with LCE is 0.21 ± 0.03.

Next, the low correlation between LCE and local cascade (0.41) confirms the value added by the explicit bias-variance tradeoff of the LCE approach. This low correlation is explained by the low recall (11%) of the local cascade for a precision of 78%. The stable decision surface drawn by naive bayes at the root of the local cascade decision tree substantially limits the range of performance of the algorithm on our dataset (recall drops with a precision higher than 66%). We observe this performance drop for precision above 66% in Figure 2.

Finally, the classifier with the closest behavior to LCE is XGB (0.8). However, the correlation difference remains substantial and is explained by some divergence among few cows. The divergence, an error rate correlation below 0.6, concerns 12% of the cows comprising a proportion of silent estrus aligned with average (35%). Therefore, our bias-variance approach enhances XGB performance on standard cases (cows with 35% of silent estrus). Nevertheless, we observe a poor performance of LCE on 11% of the cows exhibiting a high proportion of silent estrus (F1 score < 55%, silent estrus proportion: 54%). Silent estrus are not equally distributed among cows. In our dataset, 16% of the cows represent 40% of the silent estrus. LCE performance per cow is exposed to the animal estrus type proportion. It is confirmed by the LCE performance drop when assessed on the activity and temperature dataset generated by a stratified 5-fold on animals (66.3 ± 3.4). LCE performance per cow variability according to the animal estrus type proportion is a limitation of our solution for deployment; meanwhile it is also a driver for detection improvement. We suggest further investigation to incorporate additional animal individual features.

5.1.2 One or Two Sensors? In order to answer this question, we compare the detection performance on test sets of LCE on the temperature, the activity and both variables. We also compare LCE detection results to the commercial solution and visual method.

First, the results confirm the potential of data science techniques for automatic estrus detection versus visual detection as concluded by [11]. We observe that LCE for both behavioral and silent estrus detection, trained on activity and temperature data, manifests significantly better performance (F1 score and lower variability) than Visual&CS (68.9 ± 2.4 versus 60.4 ± 4.6, \(P < 0.05\)). Our Visual&CS performance is aligned with the state-of-the-art [25]; the detection rate is slightly below 50% (47%).

Second, we observe a better performance (higher F1 score and lower variability) with our algorithm trained on activity and temperature than activity or temperature alone (68.9 ± 2.4 versus 67.0 ± 3.0 versus 55.9 ± 2.3). The performance difference is only significant when compared to the
algorithm trained using the temperature. We infer that, in the conditions of our experiment, only activity sensor should be deployed: the performance is not significantly lower than that trained with two sensors (activity and temperature).

Nonetheless, temperature information cannot be excluded. We observe a markedly lower variability of the algorithm based on temperature across folds which allows the algorithm based on activity and temperature to reduce its variability. It means that the algorithm based on temperature is consistent on different data. It implies a possible higher discriminative and generalizing power. We propose to further study the potential of temperature data for estrus detection with a broader data heterogeneity (cows breed, environment). The next step would consist of a partnership with an automatic detection solution provider to have access to a more diverse dataset.

5.2 Interpretability of our Solution

In this section, we firstly present the relative impact of variables in LCE predictions and their temporal interactions. Then, we propose an approach to give insights on estrus detection to the farmers based on these elements.

Figure 3 shows the average impact of each variable on algorithm predictions for estrus and anestrus by decreasing order.

These results confirm the discriminative power of the temperature and its potential for improving estrus detection performance. The variable with the strongest impact to algorithm predictions is the temperature on the day of estrus for both estrus and anestrus classes.

Next, we observe that the ranking of all activity variables are different with a significant rank change between estrus and anestrus. Therefore, the relative impact of each activity variable in LCE predictions differs between estrus and anestrus. Overactivity on the day of estrus, a typical characteristic of most estrus (65%), appears as the third most impactful variable after temperature estrus and does not appear on the top 20 of variables for anestrus.

By taking the same impact ranking approach locally for behavioral versus silent estrus, we also observe a significant change on the ranking of activity variables (75% of rank change). Rumination 2 days before estrus is a key variable in silent estrus detection. It is the third most impactful activity variable for silent estrus and appears at the 19th position for behavioral estrus.

Finally, temporal relations among variables differ between behavioral and silent estrus. SHAP interaction values reveal that algorithm predictions are more impacted by activity variables further to the day of estrus for silent estrus than behavioral estrus. For example, the variable of highest interaction with rumination on the day of estrus is the rest 3 days before estrus for silent estrus versus the rest 2 days before estrus for behavioral estrus. This observation holds true for over activity, standing up and ingestion (two third of activity variables).

Therefore, in order to support LCE estrus alerts and ease solution adoption, we propose an approach based on LCE interpretability (activity sensor only). First, communicate to the farmer the relatedness of the estrus detection to historical cases through a confidence indicator and the amplitude of differences in the 3 most impactful activity variables (rest 3 days before estrus, over activity 2 days before estrus and over activity on the day of estrus). The confidence indicator corresponds to the weighted average of absolute SHAP values differences by the ranking of impact variables for estrus from our reference presented above. Second, in case of estrus, inform the farmer about the type of estrus (behavioral/silent) with a confidence level and which temporal interactions are satisfied. The information about the type of estrus aims to reassure farmers when they are not able to verify the estrus alert by visual behavioral signs, therefore reduce potential
mistrust. Confidence level is calculated like the previous one but using ranking of variables impact of silent estrus as a reference. In addition, temporal interactions are communicated in decreasing order of variable impact.

6 CONCLUSION

Our study confirms the significant performance improvement of LCE on estrus detection compared to commercial solutions, a result driven by silent estrus detection. It also proves the pivotal role of activity sensors deployment in these detections. The interpretability of LCE offered by SHAP, disclosing information about the relatedness of the predictions to historical cases and the possibility of visually verifying the estrus (behavioral versus silent), promises mistrust reduction from farmers. Concerning the deployment of our solution, the homogeneity (cows breed, environment) of our dataset is a limitation. The next step would consist of a partnership with an automatic detection solution provider to have access to a heterogeneous dataset.
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